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John Glenn faces an arduous campaign for the Senate, beset with strains for the Democratic presidential nomination after dismal showing in New Hampshire.

Glenn's campaign efforts have recently moved from obfuscation to truth-telling, although his status as the only safe Democratic candidate for Senate in the nation and as a major contender for the presidency is nonetheless large.

The only safe and sensible candidate to emerge from the campaign, Glenn has written, is George McGovern. Glenn says McGovern's campaign strategy resembles the 1972 presidential race, in which he has since separated himself philosophically from McGovern. "I can't imagine McGovern's platform..." he says, "but I do believe that we have a platform that is a 'neo-liberal' and an 'Atari Democratic' approach to governance..."

Glenn continues, "The Democratic Party is still a party of the center, a party of the future, and a party of the working class. They have supported farmers, they have supported workers, they have opposed the military budget, and they have opposed the nuclear arms race..."
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